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IMS confirms 4WD
for 2016 BRC
The new-for-2016 MSA British Rally Championship
will feature four-wheel-drive machinery in its leading
classes, supported by a strong two-wheel-drive class
structure for career-minded drivers.
Championship promoter International Motor Sports (IMS)
made the announcement at Autosport International,
conﬁrming that from 2016 the BRC will welcome all
homologated rally cars, up to and including the R5 class.
In addition, an extension of ﬁve years can be granted after
the expiry of a car’s homologation, further increasing the
pool of eligible vehicles to contest what will be the UK’s
premier stage rally championship.
“This is an exciting move and one which will help to
establish the BRC as the pinnacle of UK rallying next
year,” said Ben Taylor, IMS Managing Director. “The R5
concept was created by the FIA to bring in much needed
cost control without compromising on performance. It has
been widely adopted throughout the sport, so now seems
like the right time to welcome it properly to the UK market.
The cars are exciting to drive, great to watch and should
provide the perfect excuse for the best drivers to come
and test themselves in a championship that is still revered
around the world.”
On the importance of the two-wheel drive classes, MSA
Performance Director and 2001 World Rally Champion
co-driver Robert Reid said: “It is clear that the best
apprenticeship for young drivers is to learn their trade in
the competitive two-wheel drive classes. It is essential
that young drivers understand that they do not have to
win the outright championship in order to progress, or try
to prove what they can do in an R5 car too early in their
careers. So the challenge is to ensure that the incentives
for winning in R3 or R2 are great enough to keep them at
this level – drivers need to see that it can be an important
stepping stone that helps them graduate into ERC Junior
or Junior WRC the following year.”
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Taylor also announced that experienced event organiser
Iain Campbell – Clerk of the Course of the Mull Rally
and Deputy Clerk of the Course on Wales Rally GB – will
be working with IMS on a freelance basis to assist with
preparations for the new championship.
“I am delighted to have been asked,” said Campbell.
“The start of the 2016 season may be more than
a year away, but there is a huge amount of
work to do in the next few months to put
things in place. I look forward to making
a contribution to the creation of the
new championship and bringing
a fresh perspective to the
challenge.”

@msauk
Benjamyn Mckay @BmckayRallying
Jan 9 Like the new concept of 2016
BRC, just need to ﬁnd a homologated
4wd somewhere! Next years time for
the BRC haters to put up or shut up!
Andrew Coley @Andrew_Coley
Jan 8 @wetheterrors I think outline
BRC plan is solid; emphasis on
affordable 2WD & ‘learning the trade’,
with a chance to try 4WD on our
shores
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McNish launches Race ‘n’
Respect campaign for karting

wetheterrors @wetheterrors
Jan 8 Genuinely excited about the
future direction of the @britishrally
series and with @skunnercampbell
on board it’s in good hands
James Attwood @AttersF1R Jan 8
Interesting: 2016 #BRC will be open
to 4WD cars up to R5, with strong
2WD push. Bold but sensible move
by @IntMotorSports.
Good early notice

Sportscar racing legend and ex-F1
driver Allan McNish was delighted to
help the Motor Sports Association
launch Race ‘n’ Respect, a new code
of conduct for Bambino and Cadet
karting, at Autosport International.

The values encapsulated in the new
Karting Code are:
s

Respect – for all participants:
competitors; organisers; ofﬁcials;
volunteers and parents. Please treat
people how you expect to be treated

Joining MSA Chief Executive Rob
Jones, MSA Kart Executive Cheryl
Lynch, Kart Committee Chairman Nigel
Edwards and Super One Series’ John
Hoyle at Birmingham’s NEC, McNish
gave his backing to the governing
body’s new Karting Code, which
champions fair play, fun, friendship and
respect for all within the sport.

s

Fair play – respect the rules, the
regulations and the spirit of the sport

s

Self-control – be in control of your
emotions and actions at all times

s

Good manners – be polite to others.
Be humble in success and gracious
in defeat

s

Sincerity – be honest in your
thoughts and actions and treat
everyone fairly.

It is underpinned by statements and
values that everyone involved in this
year’s MSA Bambino and Cadet Kart
Championships must sign up to in order
to demonstrate their commitment to
creating the best possible environment
for safe and enjoyable karting. It will
subsequently be rolled out across
other MSA Bambino and Cadet kart
competitions.

McNish, a triple Le Mans 24 Hours
winner who enjoyed a long karting
career, said: “For me and for many
other racers out there, karting is where
it all begins. It’s where you learn not just
how to race but how to go about your
racing, how to conduct yourself and
how to be a professional. That’s why I’m
100 per cent behind Race ‘n’ Respect,
which is all about starting out on the
right foot and recognising that since
everyone involved in the sport shares
the same love and passion for it, they
should also share the utmost respect
and good will for each other.”
All those who sign up to the Karting
Code will receive Race ‘n’ Respect
stickers, badges and wristbands to
wear and display with pride, both on
and off the track.
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MSA launches 2015
road safety film competition
The 2015 MSA/FIA Action for Road
Safety Film Studies Competition is
now open, with young people aged
16 to 24 invited to submit short
ﬁlms highlighting one of the FIA’s 10
Golden Rules for Safer Motoring.
Building on the success of the 2014
contest, which saw 12 prize winners
travel to Monza to meet Lewis
Hamilton and FIA President Jean
Todt at the Italian Grand Prix, in 2015
two incredible top prizes will be on
offer for young people who capture
the key message of road safety most
effectively.
In association with Allianz UK, two
teams of up to ﬁve students will get
an amazing experience as they travel
to a Formula One Grand Prix to enjoy
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prime grandstand seats. What’s more, s Buckle up
each winning team will receive £4,000 s Respect the Highway Code
to spend on ﬁlming equipment.
s Obey the speed limit
Entry is open to individuals as
s Check tyre pressures
well as academic institutions, and
s Drive sober
the submission process has been
streamlined to allow entrants to simply s Protect children
upload their videos to their video
s Pay attention
sharing website of choice. They then s Stop when tired
need to email the link to their video to
s Wear a helmet (on two wheels)
media@msauk.org.
s Be courteous.
Statistics conﬁrm that road accidents
Entries to the competition should
are still the biggest killer among 16be no longer than 90 seconds and
to 24-year-olds in the UK. Working
focus on one or more of the above
closely with the FIA, the MSA has
expanded 2014’s competition making rules, with extra credit awarded for
it open to all young people in the high- references to motor sport. For full
risk age group. The ﬁlms will focus on terms and conditions, click here.
one of the FIA’s 10 Golden Rules:
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MSA welcomes Scottish
Government Safety Review
Group recommendations
The MSA welcomes the ﬁnal
recommendations of the Scottish
Government’s Motor Sport Event
Safety Review Group regarding
spectator safety at multi-venue stage
rallies in Scotland.
“We value this report and endorse
the commentary of the Review Group
about the positive culture of rallying
in Scotland among enthusiasts,
whether spectators or volunteer
marshals and ofﬁcials,” said Rob
Jones, MSA Chief Executive.
“The ﬁnal recommendations are
comprehensive and wide-ranging.
The MSA has been pleased to

cooperate with the Review Group
regularly since its inception and
acted quickly following the group’s
interim ﬁndings in October. The MSA
will now evaluate each aspect of the
report, consulting as necessary with
those both inside and outside the
governing body.”
While the recommendations originate
from motor sport in Scotland, the
MSA will consider how widely any
changes should extend across the
rest of the United Kingdom and will
work with the FIA to explore their
relevance to international motor
sport safety.

David C Black – MSA Officiel d’Honneur
The MSA is sad to report the passing of its oldest MSA Licensed Ofﬁcial,
David Cunningham Black, six weeks ahead of his 100th birthday.
Known affectionately as ‘Torchey’ David was a lifetime motor sports
enthusiast, remembered in particular as an international rally driver and
scrutineer. His dedication culminated in being appointed an MSA Ofﬁciel
d’Honneur over 25 years ago; it was an appointment he held proudly and
renewed annually in his own handwriting. He was also a Life Member of the
Scottish Sporting Car Club.

@msauk
Andrew Frankel @Andrew_Frankel
Jan 15 Ever wanted a gentle
introduction into the world of
navigation rallies? The @MSAUK
Spring Classic in late April has your
name on it.
Jack Davies @jackdaviesmusic
Jan 13 Wow, posted back @MSAUK
licence form after work yesterday.
Just got email saying it’s being
processed - seems they’re fast off
the track too
Roy Gray @red26racing Jan 11
Everything done yesterday
@Autosport_Show #ASI15 Medical,
renewal for @MSAUK Race License,
@BrsccHQ & @CSCCRacing / Mag7
memberships. Now.
Jack Fabby @jackfabbyracing
Jan 11 @MSAUK licence sorted for
2015 @Autosport_Show. @barchq
membership posted. Let’s get this
show on the road
Paul Cowland @ProMotiv Jan 10
It’s here! My 2015 @MSAUK
licence has arrived! Plenty of
#shakeandbake action ahead this
year! See you all trackside!
Martin @rallymad2765 Jan 9
2015 competition licence arrived
this morning less than 72hrs after
ordering online ! Good job @MSAUK

The MSA sends its condolences to David’s children Charlie and Joy, and to
his wider family and lifelong motor sport friends at this sad time.

2015 starter packs available now
Starter packs for those looking to go racing, rallying or karting for the ﬁrst time in
2015 are now on sale from the MSA Shop.
Starter packs carry the licence application form - with the pack including the cost
of the competitor’s ﬁrst licence - and a CD version of the MSA Yearbook, plus a
booklet outlining the next steps after buying a pack and what to expect on the
ARDS, BARS and ARKS courses. They also contain a DVD, which now has a new
section on track limits in circuit racing, and an entirely new video for karting.

Issued by the
Motor Sports Association
Motor Sports House, Riverside Park
Colnbrook, SL3 0HG

The racing and rallying packs cost £95 each. The karting packs are currently on
sale for £60 each and are available to recognised clubs on a discounted sale-orreturn basis. To purchase a pack, call 01753 765000 or click here:
http://shop.msauk.org/

www.msauk.org
twitter.com/msauk
facebook.com/msauk

Tel: +44 (0)1753 765000
Email: media@msauk.org
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Positive ASI for the MSA
The MSA took a brand new stand to this year’s Autosport
International, incorporating Go Motorsport for the ﬁrst time and
displaying three very different competition vehicles.
This year the governing body’s main stand doubled in size, with
Licensing, Sporting and Technical staff on hand throughout the
weekend. The MSA Academy returned with a raft of coaches
and member drivers, plus iZone’s Cardio Wall Challenge, which
gave visitors an insight into the kind of training undertaken by
elite competitors.
Many of the Go Motorsport Regional Development Ofﬁcers
(RDOs) were also at the NEC to offer advice on how to get
involved in club motor sport, with plenty of regional literature
available for people to take away. Go Motorsport also organised
another very successful AutoSOLO with free passenger rides
outside the exhibition hall (see page 14).
A popular attraction on the MSA stand was the new MygaleFord MSA Formula car, showcased ahead of the singleseater championship’s debut season on the BTCC package.
The cadet kart that Teddy Wilson drove to the MSA British
Championship title was also on display, alongside Suze and
Matt Endean’s Nissan Micra rally car, Muriel – still carrying dirt
from November’s Wales Rally GB National.

Autosport International 25 years young
Autosport International kicked off the new season in style
on 8-11 January, with a host of motor sport personalities
on hand at Birmingham’s NEC to mark the show’s 25th
anniversary.

season, while in another major announcement, three-time
FIA World Touring Car Champion Andy Priaulx conﬁrmed
he’s heading back to the BTCC to join 2014 titlists West
Surrey Racing.

David Coulthard talked all things F1, while new champions
Petter Solberg (FIA World Rallycross), Anthony Davidson
(FIA World Endurance), Colin Turkington (BTCC) and Alex
Lynn (GP3) celebrated their 2014 successes.

Solberg demonstrated an ex-WRC Citroen in the Live Action
Arena, while other attractions included the F1 Racing Grid,
Dunlop MSA BTCC and Wales Rally GB features, a display
to commemorate 60 Years of Motorsport and a group of
Track Icons and Wild Road Cars presented by Classic &
Sports Car Magazine and Silverstone Classic.

Other guests included Allan McNish, who delivered the
annual Watkins lecture, plus Rob Huff, Oliver Jarvis, Will
Stevens, Matt Neal, Gordon Shedden and Andrew Jordan.
The latter unveiled the MG he will race in the 2015 BTCC
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Organisers have conﬁrmed the 2016 show will be held on
14-17 January at Birmingham’s NEC.
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Autosport International

Algieri wins funded FKS Cadet season
Nine-year-old Welsh karter Olivier Algieri was announced
as the winner of a fully funded drive in this year’s Formula
Kart Stars (FKS) Cadet class at Autosport International.

and FKS Head Guru Terry Fullerton, plus reigning MSA
British Cadet Kart Champion Teddy Wilson and journalist
Alan Baldwin.

Aspiring young competitors were invited to submit stories
about their desire to become an F1 racer, with FKS’s
Carolynn Hoy and MSA Academy Manager Greg Symes
reading through the submissions to draw up a shortlist of
20 contenders.

Algieri impressed with his hunger and was revealed as the
winner live on the FKS stage. “I’m really happy to have
won,” he said. “Thank you to FKS and Autosport for this
amazing prize and I also want to congratulate the other
competitors, as they all did so well. Today was really
nerve-wracking, but I enjoyed myself and am pleased I
won. I can’t wait to start the season, especially with the
last race being in Wales.”

They were invited to the Autosport show, where they were
assessed on the NEC’s indoor kart track. Olivier became
one of ﬁve ﬁnalists, who were interviewed by a panel
including Mark Blundell, Gary Paffett, Anthony Hamilton

For further more information, visit www.formulakartstars.com

BWRDC GoldStars
awarded at Autosport
The sixth BWRDC GoldStars winners were
announced on the MSA stand at Autosport
International, with Anna Walewska and Roz
Shaw conﬁrmed as the Elite and Club winner s
respectively.
The awards are decided by an independent
judging panel and are designed to highlight
top female racing talents looking to take the
next step in their careers. The winners receive
various prizes and are mentored by Susie Wolff
and Liz Halliday during the 2015 season. “My
congratulations to this year’s BWRDC GoldStar
winners,” said Gail Hill, BWRDC Chair. “It has
been a fantastic season and they should be
very proud of their achievements.”
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Clubmans: 50 years of front engined sports racing cars
This year marks the 50th anniversary
of Clubmans formula racing, initiated
in 1965 by Nick Syrett of the British
Racing & Sports Car Club (BRSCC),
and by The Clubmans Register.
Intended as a low-cost formula for
front engine, open top, two-seater
sports cars, the early grids were
populated primarily by the ubiquitous

Lotus 7 sports car and Mallock’s U2
before evolving into very rapid, highly
specialised, wings and slicks sports
racing cars, retaining front engines,
rear-wheel-drive and a nominal
two-seater layout. Clubmans now
has classes to suit all abilities and
budgets, from ‘Classic’ for pre-1980
cars to the more modern ‘Cup’ and
‘Proto’ cars.

As the formula reaches its half-century,
The Clubmans Register is inviting all
those who have been involved in the
category over the last 50 years to get
in touch and ﬁnd out more about its
celebratory events in 2015. They can
contact Marcus Bicknell, Clubmans
50th Coordinator, on Marcus@bicknell.
com. For more information, visit
www.clubmans.org.uk

Wigton Motor Club
Wigton Motor Club, the outgoing JLT MSA
Club of the Year, celebrated an outstanding
year in 2014, with its membership steadily
increasing to reach 776 by Christmas.
The club ran a number of membership initiatives during
the year, including a highly successful autotest training
day held at Maryport Business centre, attended by more
than 40 people who were taught not only how to compete
but how to organise and marshal on events.
The two main rallies were the Lake District Classic Rally
and the Solway Historic, which both ran with capacity
entries and also included the increasingly popular Targa
class for modern cars, which is bringing in many younger
members.
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The highlight of the club’s year is always the Cumbria
Classic and Motor Sport Show at Dalemain in August
which attracted well over 600 cars. The popular grass
autotest drew big crowds and the motor sport display
was supported by the club’s local Go Motorsport Regional
Development Ofﬁcer.
Club secretary Graeme Forrester also met Prime Minister
David Cameron during a special celebration of UK motor
sport at Downing Street.
For more information, visit http://www.wigtonmc.co.uk
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Handful of spaces
left for Spring Classic
Only a few entries remain for the upcoming MSA Spring Classic, a
scenic tour for classic cars running from 25-26 April.
The non-competitive event is open to road cars – including replicas –
manufactured before 31 December 1994. It takes enthusiastic drivers
on a carefully planned tour of breath-taking roads and motor sport
venues, such as Pembrey and Shelsley Walsh.
The trip is supplemented by lunch at the National Botanic Garden of
Wales on the Saturday, plus a Gala Dinner. A team of event ofﬁcials
and mechanical assistance are on hand at all times.
For more information or to book one of the remaining places, visit
www.msaclassics.co.uk/springclassic
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TECHNICAL / SPORTING REGULATIONS
Vehicle documentation

Risk management
tool available online
The MSA has created an interactive risk
management tool designed to help venue
owners and event organisers to consider
Health & Safety when planning a meeting.

Some of the most frequently encountered problems with
documentation such as Competition Car Log Books/
Vehicle Technical Passports, Historic Rally Vehicle Identity
Forms or Category Two Rally Car papers are poor quality
images. They can be out of focus, too light, too dark,
with a muddled background, or taken at the wrong angle.
Competitors and preparers are kindly requested to ensure
that any images are clear and in focus, depicting the right
information.

What is it?
A simple-to-use pdf that includes links to the HSE
website for all current legislation and documents,
including a useful Health & Safety Toolbox. It can be
printed or downloaded for your personalisation and use.

Shock Absorbers in Historic Rallying

Visit the Clubs & Organisers Resource Centre on
the MSA website or click here to open the Risk
Management Tool. Click on any of the tabs across the
top depending on the topic required, or for a quick view
of Risk Management click on the bar at the bottom.
Otherwise, click ‘enter’ and follow the process. If you
click on the Risk Assessment Tool tab at the top, you
will be shown three downloadable templates – Word,
Excel and pdf – depending on your preference. These
templates are easy to use and will provide you with a
simple process to follow when managing your risks.

A fundamental requirement of Historic Rallying is that
only period modiﬁcations used in rallying on the particular
make and model of car are permitted. It is exactly the
same for cars prepared in accordance with FIA Appendix
K, where the basis is that cars are in the speciﬁcation
detailed in the appropriate Homologation document. Where
the homologation does not cover a vehicle component,
the component must have been used in period on that
make and model of car, with evidence to support this. For
example, there is a suggestion that FIA Appendix K allows
the use of Reiger shock absorbers. Reiger do not make
shock absorbers of the type used in period; they only
manufacture shock absorbers using the latest technology
and these are not acceptable under either MSA Regulations
applicable to Historic Rally Cars or under FIA Appendix K.

Why should I use it?

Permitted tyres

If you are a venue or organiser, you have a responsibility
to the competitors, ofﬁcials, marshals, spectators
and the general public to take the right precautions
to minimise – or eliminate – any risks associated with
running the event. These risks should be listed and
the actions taken documented so that anyone can
see what the management actions are. In the event of
any problems, Risk Assessments (assuming they are
practical, realistic and used) will help you manage the
questions that follow and help you continue to improve
your safety records.

In the 2015 MSA Yearbook, Section (L) Permitted Tyres,
many of the tyres listed in List 1B are marked with an
asterisk to indicate future withdrawal from the list. To clarify,
this is because there are some demanding criteria being
introduced for tyres to be E-marked, covering areas such as
road noise, durability and wet surface performance etc. The
tyre manufacturers are well aware that many of their existing
“sports performance tyres” will not meet these criteria, so
manufacture will cease over the next few months.

How does it work?

For more information: https://www.msauk.org/
assets/msariskmanagementtool.pdf

The latest rule changes proposed by the Specialist Committees representing the
sport’s various disciplines are available for consultation at www.msauk.org/regualtions
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Go Motorsport

Moore’s Year
Updates from South West RDO Kevin Moore

Out with the old and in with the new!
2014 saw the launch of the new look-MSA Club Seminar series. These
were very well received by the majority of those attending and the
feedback has been very positive.
It is interesting to note that under the heading of,
‘What external challenges does your car club face’
a common answer was the attraction – distraction?
– of computer games. My experience towards the
end of 2014 is that, when talking to the applicable
age groups, they are actually growing bored and
dissatisﬁed with these games and ﬁnd the option of
actually taking part in motor sport very appealing.
A second issue raised was the difﬁculty in getting
motor clubs to work harmoniously together. Having
set myself the challenge of addressing this issue
throughout 2015 – thought of by many to be like
attempting to push a piece of string! – I have been
pleasantly encouraged by the response of motor
clubs in my region. My view is that motor sport is a
legacy that needs protecting for future generations
to enjoy in whatever form and it’s my experience
that everyone within the sport agrees. Having
established this common goal it becomes obvious
that internal back-biting and negative issues are not
constructive and should be avoided. If two clubs
really cannot work harmoniously then they should
agree to differ and be supportive at a distance for
the greater good of the sport.
Having only actively set out on this path of ‘All for
One’ in the latter part of 2014 I am really pleased
that the motor clubs I have spoken to really seem
to have taken it on board, with requests to work
together actually appearing to be on the increase
rather than decline.

Over the past two years there has been a deﬁnite
swing from a mood of negativity to one of positivity,
with many more motor clubs looking to the
future with enthusiasm and grasping promotional
opportunities willingly. The media exposure
previously relied upon is now insufﬁcient to maintain
the self-motivated new blood coming in to the
sport at a sustainable level. The realisation that our
sport needs to be taken to the people by the clubs
themselves is essential and it is great to see this
now happening on a regular basis.
To ﬁnish on a high note: two years ago the sport
of AutoSOLO was virtually unheard of in my South
West region and there were even fewer such events
actually running. They are now a regular feature
in our events calendar and the entry levels are
increasing all of the time; over the New Year period
there have been three AutoSOLOs organised on
three consecutive weekends, which previously may
have raised questions of viability. Between them
they attracted just shy of 100 entries split fairly
evenly across the three. Around a ﬁfth of these are
from people new to motor sport who have now
joined the motor clubs and are looking forward to
further involvement.
I feel that 2014 is a year that has built on the great
foundations laid in 2013 and cemented in the
seminars held during the early part of the year. Let’s
make 2015 continue that trend.

It’s your sport – Let’s share it!

Contact your local Regional Development Ofﬁcer for support, help or guidance.
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Go Motorsport

www.gomotorsport.net
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Go Motorsport

Over a thousand introduced to
AutoSOLO at Autosport show
Go Motorsport introduced 1,300 people to grassroots club
motor sport with a special AutoSOLO at Birmingham’s
NEC for Autosport International.

seat demonstrates just how much fun can be had, and
I’m delighted that we delivered that experience to more
people than ever this year.”

Running across all four days of the show for the third year
in a row, the event offered free passenger rides for visitors.
Go Motorsport RDO Richard Egger oversaw the activity,
which was supported by 62 drivers from and 10 marshals
from 15 motor clubs from all corners of the country.

Among the drivers were three members of one family:
Anthony Sherriff, his son Gary and daughter Melanie.
The Sherriffs had their ﬁrst experiences of club motor
sport at the NEC in 2012, subsequently becoming active
competitors in the North West and returning to help run
the Go Motorsport initiative that introduced them to the
sport.

Richard said: “The aim of the Go Motorsport AutoSOLO
is to show people attracted by the glitz and glamour
of Autosport International that motor sport is actually
really accessible, thanks to the hundreds of local motor
clubs running affordable grassroots events all over the
country. Giving people an experience from the passenger

Over the last three years, Go Motorsport has delivered
well over 3,000 AutoSOLO passenger rides at Autosport
International.
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Lynn to ﬁght for GP2 title
Team UK racer and GP3 champion Alex Lynn will step up to the GP2 Series for 2015
with the DAMS team, which guided fellow Briton Jolyon Palmer to the title last year.
“My aim is to ﬁght for the championship,” said Lynn,
21. “It’s a long time since anybody won GP2 in their
ﬁrst year, but if we can get off to a solid start there’s no
reason why we shouldn’t be able to ﬁght for wins and
podiums straight away.”

@msauk
Alex Lynn @alexlynnracing Really happy to
announce I will be racing in @GP2_Ofﬁcial with
the outstanding @damsracing. It’s going to be
great year!

The work of the MSA Academy is kindly supported by the Racing Steps Foundation, whose
investment enables the educational message to be spread as widely as possible among young
motor sport competitors. For further information about, visit www.racingsteps.co.uk
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Marshall
to Hyundai
WRC team
MSA Team UK graduate Seb Marshall
has become a works World Rally
Championship (WRC) co-driver
alongside Dutchman Kevin Abbring in
the Hyundai Motorsport squad. The pair
have been announced as the Korean
marque’s test crew for the coming
season and will also contest selected
WRC events in the i20 WRC.

Stuart Loudon
@stu_loudon Jan 13
Absolutely made up for
one of my best mates
@sebmarshall Great
news on the #Hyundai
gig with @KevinAbbring
#HardWorkPaysOff
#TopLads #Bizzy

Craig Breen
@Craig_Breen
Jan 13 Congrats to my
big pancake friend
@KevinAbbring and
@sebmarshall on their
great news! Sad not to
have them as team mates
again!

@msauk

Robert Reid @robertgreid
Jan 13 Well done
@HyundaiWRC for
signing @KevinAbbring
@sebmarshall Great guys
very deserving of the
opportunity
@MSATeamUK
@FIAInstitute #YDEA

Harvey returns to Indy Lights
Jack Harvey, a recent graduate of the MSA Team UK programme, will contest a second season
in the US after the Racing Steps Foundation (RSF) conﬁrmed his return to Indy Lights.
Harvey narrowly missed out on the title in his rookie
season. “Jack took a bit of time to ﬁnd his feet at the
start of the 2014 season but soon showed himself to
be a strong title contender,” said RSF founder Graham

Sharp. “So this year, having established a good working
relationship with SPM, the expectation is for him to hit
the ground running and position himself as the man to
beat from the ﬁrst round onwards.”
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@ThanksMarshal
@ThanksMarshal
does Autosport
International
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A few words
of advice from
rallycross legend
Pat Doran!

Meeting one of my many fans
@Autosport_Show!

That’s me registered
for another year in the
orange army!
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P1! No idea who these jokers are...

@ThanksMarshal
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Sadly I’m a bit too
big for the new @
MSAFormula car!

Always good to
catch up with my
mate Mike Broad!
No biggie, just a
quick interview with
@MotorsTV!

It’s the star of the
show, Muriel the
Micra, still sporting
@WalesRallyGB mud!

Photobombing the @
BWRDC presentation!
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